
ENG 210: INTRODUCTION TO LITERARY STUDIES 
ENCOUNTERING DIFFERENCE(S) 

Instructor: Sean Guynes-Vishniac 

Spring 2018 | TR 12:40-2:00 | 228 Erickson Hall 
Office: Wells Hall C707 | Office Hours: TR 11:30-12:30 
Email: guynesse@msu.edu | Twitter: @guynesvishniac 

 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 

ENG 210 is a course about how to investigate, find meaning in, grapple with questions posed by, and                  
learn to ask question about texts—whether literature, traditionally defined (whatever that means), or             
other forms of storytelling and narrative art, such as genre fiction (horror, science fiction, magical               
realism), novellas, and short story collections. We ask political and aesthetic questions; formal and              
generic, authorial and cultural, psychological and sociological ones; we ask the questions that interest              
us, as well as those that the text seems to demand, and we follow where the text leads (but with a                     
cautious, keen, critical eye). In attempting to do all of this, while acknowledging the limits of a single                  
course to develop our skills only so far, this class emphasizes student discussion, analytical writing, and                
the development of close reading skills. Our theme this semester is “Encountering Difference,” meaning              
that our readings will both force us to confront difference as readers being exposed to new cultural                 
worlds and biological possibilities, and that they will deal with relationships of difference between              
characters of various backgrounds. Coming into contact with difference is one of the key affordances of                
literature, helping us to find ways to become more ethical, empathetic human beings. 
 
REQUIRED READING 

Stephen Graham Jones. Mapping the Interior. Tor, 2017. 

Cristina García. Dreaming in Cuban. Ballantine Books, 1992. 

Jeff VanderMeer. Annihilation. Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 2014. 

Nnedi Okorafor. Lagoon. Saga Press, 2016. 

Dorit Rabinyan. All the Rivers. Random House, 2017. 

Carmen Maria Machado. Her Body and Other Parties: Stories. Graywolf Press, 2017. 
 

GRADING  
GRADING BREAKDOWN 

50% Close Reading Assignments 
20% Discussion Leader 
20% Directed Reading Notes 
10% Final Essay 

 
GRADING SCALE 

4.0 (94-100%), 3.5 (87-93%), 3.0 (80-86%), 2.5 (77-79%), 2.0 (70-76%), 1.5 (67-69%), 1.0 (60-66%), 0.0 (<59%) 
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COURSEWORK 
CLOSE READING ASSIGNMENTS, 50%  

Because close (or critical) reading is the key component of literary studies (even at the elementary                
school level) and the core learning objective of this course, you will turn in six close readings                 
throughout the semester, each based on selections of single sentences or short passages that I have                
chosen (and that you can pick from among). Each close reading assignment will vary slightly, but                
the emphasis is on understanding as many elements as you can about the sentence/passage chosen,               
how it relates to the other parts of the book, and to construct a coherent argument about the                  
sentence/passage. 
 

DISCUSSION LEADER, 20% 

Twice during the semester you will lead group discussion for a half hour, the purpose of which is to                   
develop conversation about the readings that delve into the readings’ plot, character, aesthetics,             
themes, and politics. The discussion leader will not only pose questions to the class in an effort to                  
prompt discussion, but also help facilitate discussion by responding to others and creating a              
welcoming space for all students to engage. The discussion leader is expect to be the “expert” on the                  
text of the day, and is encouraged to collaborate with the instructor on topics, questions, and                
concerns about the reading beforehand in order to ensure a more robust, exciting, and fulfilling               
discussion of the text. The best way to understand literature—and to begin our own analyses—is to                
bounce ideas off of others and to hone our responses to literature through talk. Thought does not                 
emerge from a vacuum; discussion is where even the smartest of scholars begin. 
 

DIRECTED READING NOTES, 20% 

Four times during the semester you will turn in reading notes, but rather than turning in randomized                 
jottings from your reading adventures, these notes will be systematic. Each due period, your notes               
must consist of: 

● 10 vocabulary words taken from the readings for that period, complete with an original              
definition (that is, you may look it up, but you should put the definition in your own words)                  
and the citation of the word’s usage in the reading. These should not be obvious or simple                 
words in common parlance, but should be words that stumped you, made you think for a                
moment, or stood out as being used in a strange or new way. 

o EXAMPLE: recession, n. a slowdown in economic activity, sort of like a “depression,”             
but not as economically destructive; this is from Carmen Maria Machado’s “Real            
Women Have Bodies” (127), and she is likely referring to the c. 2008 recession,              
during which a lot of people lost their jobs and businesses suffered greatly. 

● 10 summaries of themes/ideas/concepts from the readings for that period, tracing the            
theme/idea/concept as it appears in the period’s assigned readings or builds on previous             
readings. The summaries must be at least 100 words and include at least one example from                
the text (quotations from the text are encouraged, but do not count toward your 100 words). 

o EXAMPLE: One of the most significant concepts from Jeff VanderMeer’s Annihilation           
is terroir, a French word for viticulture that describes the sum total of environmental              
factors that make any individual wine taste the specific, unique way that it does. In               
VanderMeer’s novel, terroir refers at first to the uniqueness of the place that becomes              
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Area X, but it also has deeper resonances. For example, forty more words on this               
concept that provide at least one example and demonstrate how that example is             
integral to the concept I have chosen to discuss here; I might even quote an important                
place where the word is used, though that quote won’t count toward my forty more               
words. 

 
FINAL ESSAY, 10% 

Your final will be a 1,000 word reflection on the concept of “encountering difference(s)” in literature                
that references and theorizes the multiple kinds of difference confronted in the texts we read during                
the semester. You will look at and drawing examples from four of our books, and in doing so                  
provide a thesis-driven rationale for bringing these four particular books together. See the             
assignment sheet for more details. 
 

COURSE POLICIES 
PREPARATION / PARTICIPATION / ATTENDANCE 

Although there is no grade for class participation, you must nonetheless be an active member of the                 
course. Absences may affect your overall grade. Because participation and presence is important to              
your own learning as well as that of your classmates, continued absences (unless otherwise excused)               
of 5 or more will begin to lower your final grade. 10 or more absences is grounds for a failure, since                     
if you miss ten classes, you’ll have missed nearly half of the course! To think in economic terms,                  
each class period missed during a 15-week semester, with tuition at ~$14,500/semester for 15              
credits, costs just over $69. Excused absences will of course be allowed; speak with me in person or                  
write to me about your situation if you need an absence excused. 
 

  5 absences — loss of .5 from final grade 
  8 absences — loss of 1.0 from final grade 
10 absences — grounds for failure 

 
ACADEMIC DISHONESTY AND PLAGIARISM 

I take plagiarism—which is the use of others’ words and ideas without proper citation and is                
considered cheating—very seriously. I understand that students want to do their best in every course,               
but plagiarism is not doing your best; it might help you complete an assignment on the fly, but in the                    
long run, you are learning nothing and, what’s more, if you get caught, there are severe penalties.                 
Plagiarism of any assignment will result in automatic failure of the assignment and will be reported                
to administration (a university requirement), which may subsequently result in administrative action.            
Handing in someone else’s paper or ideas as your own (including buying or taking papers, sections                
of papers or ideas, without proper citation, from the internet or a print source) is a very serious                  
offense and will be punished at the maximum permissible extent according to university policy. For               
more information about plagiarism, what it is, how the university deals with it, and how to avoid it,                  
see MSU’s Plagiarism Policy and the webpage on Student Academic Integrity. 

 
GRADE IMPROVEMENT POLICY 

In order to emphasize that critical thinking about literature is a process of growth that requires                
extended effort and learning, I offer the following: 
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● unlimited rewrites on close reading assignments up to a grade of 3.5 

Rewrites will be accepted up to the end of our last course meeting of the semester on Dec 7. 
 

** COURSE POLICIES ON LATE ASSIGNMENTS, LAPTOPS, PHONES, AND CLASS DECORUM  
TBD ON THE FIRST DAY OF CLASS BY STUDENTS AND INSTRUCTOR ** 

 
STUDENT RESOURCES 
DISABILITIES 

I make every effort to accommodate student all differences in my course. If you require any special                 
accommodations, services, or resources, please contact the Resource Center for Persons with            
Disabilities (RCPD) in Bessey 120 or through https://www.rcpd.msu.edu. Do not hesitate to let me              
know what accommodations you may need for our online course. 
 

COUNSELING 

As a student at MSU, you are eligible for free counseling should you desire or require it. I take                   
depression and other issues of mental health and wellness seriously, so please feel free to use these                 
resources should you need them. See http://www.counseling.msu.edu for more information. 

 
WRITING CENTER 

The MSU Writing Center provides assistance for students looking for help in improving their              
writing. The Writing Center is located in Bessey 300 and is a great resource for all                
students—seriously, even professor workshop, share, and ask for feedback on their writing! See             
http://writing.msu.edu for more information. 

 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS 

If you would like assistance in improving your English language skills in order to do better in this                  
course or any other at MSU, the English Language Center can help. See http://elc.msu.edu for more                
information. 

 
A NOTE ON ENG 210 AND LITERARY STUDIES 
Because ENG 210 is the baseline requirement for all students wishing to major in English (including the                 
creative writing, secondary education, and popular culture concentrations), this course is meant to be a               
gateway into literary studies. It’s not a toe in the water, but a swift dive—an immersion into the                  
methods, concepts, practices, texts, and framing ideas that anyone interested in a life with literature               
(whether as writer, reader, teacher, or all three) must know. As such, this class is not “easy” but is                   
designed to be rigorous and challenging, to push you to think difficult thoughts and to read in new ways;                   
in fact, to conceive of reading not as a passive hobby (though I encourage you to pick up a daily leisure                     
reading habit) but as an active, engaged, and exploratory practice that acknowledges that each text (and                
each reader) requires different tools to be understood. 

Literary studies is a discipline. It requires effort and patience: work, mental exertion, rest,              
reflection, work, probably rest again, and then more work—just as chemistry, engineering, law,             
accounting, and other “serious” disciplines and careers do. I say this not to deter you from pursuing                 
literary studies; on the contrary! I say this to prepare you for the challenge of life as an adult who wants                     
a career, who hopes to live and grow and think and prosper in and contribute to this world, through the                    
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frame of literary studies and its many possibilities. This course begins that lifeway for majors in English                 
and leads to all that comes after. 

 
NOTES TOWARD A CRITICAL ANALYSIS 
The object of critical analysis of a text is to choose an idea that clarifies or explains the text and to                     
clearly support—that is, argue or prove—that idea in an essay. In a critical analysis, one can interpret the                  
meaning and/or influence of a symbol or theme or of a selected section of a work; one can prove the                    
influence of one character on the plot; one can compare and/or contrast two or more characters; one can                  
analyze the nature of the influence of political, philosophical, or broadly social thought on the text.                
There are many possible approaches (historical, sociological, formal, generic, Marxist, psychoanalytical,           
feminist, race-critical, postcolonial, etc.) to textual analysis, all equally valid. Only a few are named               
above. 

It is important to note that literary analysis is like all logical exercises; it should offer a                 
controversial thesis (one that is not obvious to a casual or first-time reader of the text), and that thesis                   
should be supported, or proved, logically and clearly. The same rules that apply to basic argumentation                
(Law “X” should be repealed in Michigan because “1,” “2,” and “3”) apply to critical analysis. In a                  
paper as short as the ones you will write for this class, it typically makes sense to hang onto and                    
prove/document a single thesis, rather than two or three. 

To support or prove an interpretive thesis, one should first refer to the work itself. Just as an                  
author presenting the argument that “Law X should be repealed in Michigan for three reasons” must                
quote facts and figures and must analyze them showing how they help to prove the thesis, so too a                   
textual critic must defend each point of the interpretation of a work by citing or quoting words, lines, or                   
passages of that literary work. Along with each citation or quotation, the critic must include his/her                
commentary or explanation, which serves the double purpose of explaining what the concept means and               
of showing how the excerpt relates to and helps prove the thesis. 

So here is breakdown of what is contained in a standard critical analysis paper: 
Introduction: A first paragraph which provides an interesting or graceful lead-in to the idea              

being proved; and then introduces/states the thesis to be proved.  Optionally, one also can provide a                
preview of the major supporting points. 

Body: After the first paragraph, the paper might begin with a brief bit of history/summary.  But                
the bulk of the paper should consist of your proofs regarding the thesis, all laid out in an orderly                   
manner using short, actual quotations from your piece of literature.  After citing particular passages,              
you should explain your interpretation of it/them.  And you should demonstrate how each particular              
point is related to the main thesis. 

Conclusion: This last paragraph or so should summarize the major points, showing that you              
have proved them; should restate the thesis, showing that it has been proved; and should end the                 
analysis using some well-chosen, satisfying words. 

 
 
COURSE SCHEDULE 

Date Due To Read 

WEEK THE FIRST 

T, Jan 9   

R, Jan 11  Bennett and Royle, ch. 1, “Studying Literature” (on D2L) 
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Bennett and Royle, ch. 6, “Thinking about Literature” (on D2L) 

WEEK 2 

T, Jan 16  Eagleton, ch. 5, “Value” (on D2L) 
Bennett and Royle, ch. 7, “Critical Thinking” (on D2L) 

R, Jan 18  Jones, Mapping the Interior, pp. 11-65 

WEEK 3 

T, Jan 23 Close Reading #1 draft Jones, Mapping the Interior, pp. 65-end 

R, Jan 25 Close Reading #1 García, Dreaming in Cuban, pp. 3-55 

WEEK 4 

T, Jan 30  García, Dreaming in Cuban, pp. 57-126 

R, Feb 1 Notes #1 due @ 11:59pm García, Dreaming in Cuban, pp. 127-181 

WEEK 5 

T, Feb 6 Close Reading #2 draft García, Dreaming in Cuban, pp. 183-end 

R, Feb 8 Close Reading #2 due VanderMeer, Annihilation, chs. 1-2 

WEEK 6 

T, Feb 13  VanderMeer, Annihilation, chs. 3 

R, Feb 15  VanderMeer, Annihilation, chs. 4 

WEEK 7 

T, Feb 20 Close Reading #3 draft VanderMeer, Annihilation, chs. 5 
Carroll, “The Ecological Uncanny,” LARB 

R, Feb 22 Close Reading #3 due Okorafor, Lagoon, pp. 3-54 

WEEK 8 

T, Feb 27  Okorafor, Lagoon, pp. 55-100 

R, Mar 1 Notes #2 due @ 11:59pm Okorafor, Lagoon, pp. 101-159 

WEEK 9 (Mar 5 – 9) 
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^ James Franco, being an ass in Spring Breakers (dir. Harmony Korine, 2012) ^ 

WEEK 10 

T, Mar 13  Okorafor, Lagoon, pp. 160-207 

R, Mar 15 NO CLASS (I’m gone for a conference) 

WEEK 11 

T, Mar 20  Okorafor, Lagoon, pp. 208-259 

R, Mar 22 Close Reading #4 draft Okorafor, Lagoon, pp. 260-end 
Brooks, “The Multiple Pasts, Presents, Futures,” LARB 

WEEK 12 

T, Mar 27 Close Reading #4 due Rabinyan, All the Rivers, pp. 3-51 

R, Mar 29  Rabinyan, All the Rivers, pp. 52-115 

WEEK 13 

T, Apr 3  Rabinyan, All the Rivers, pp. 116-163 

R, Apr 5  Rabinyan, All the Rivers, pp. 165-218 

WEEK 14 

T, Apr 10 Close Reading #5 draft 
Notes #3 due @ 11:59pm 

Rabinyan, All the Rivers, pp. 221-end 

R, Apr 12 Close Reading #5 due Machado, “The Husband Stitch” 

WEEK 15 

T, Apr 17  Machado, “Real Women Have Bodies” + “Eight Bites” 

R, Apr 19 NO CLASS (I have to take my PhD exam...) 

WEEK THE LAST 

T, Apr 24 Close Reading #6 draft Machado, “Especially Heinous” 

R, Apr 26 Close Reading #6 due 
Notes #4 due @ 11:59pm 

Machado, “The Inventory” + “Mothers” 

FINAL Final Essay due Thursday, May 5 @ 11:59pm 
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